
Valvoline offers a wide range of lubricants and speciality chemicals
for the marine industry that covers from the smallest fishing vessel  

and pleasure boats through to the larger vessels. 

Marine Products



Tectyl – Specialised Anti Corrosion Products

Tectyl 502C is a transparent corrosive preventive designed to 
protect ferrous and non-ferrous parts. It not only lubricates but 
also penetrates giving excellent protection for chains and steel 
cables. 
Approval/Performance levels: Military Specification MIL-C- 
16173D, Grade 2 

Tectyl 190 is a rubber/resin, overpaintable based to protect 
ships’ stairs against abrasive damage. 

Tectyl 3217 is an excellent corrosive protection for engines 
blocks specially for non-ferrous, rubber and plastic parts and 
also for painted cast iron. 

Tectyl 130 Aluminium - Red Brown corrosion protection 
designed for use on slightly rusty surfaces of ships and cargo 
holds. 

Tectyl 127 CGW long term protection of metal surfaces 
against corrosion in weathering, moist and salt corrosive atmos-
pheres especially efficient for the void spaces. 

Tectyl Motorkonservering 930 (aerosol) is designed to 
provide protection on petrol and diesel engines during either 
winter storage or other long term storage conditions. It offers 
protection against corrosion. It can be easily removed after use 
and can be used in many applications. 

Tectyl Multipurpose (aerosol) is a blend of fast acting super 
penetrating solvents that evaporate, leaving a thin transparent 
protective film. It cleans as it protects all metals from rust and 
corrosion. Recommended to loosen, protect and lubricate : bolts, 
lock mechanisms, distributors, tools, pipe threads, hinges, fishing 
reels, farm & garden equipment, rollers, wheels, nuts, boat parts, 
chains, clamps, appliances, dies, chrome, zip fasteners, clocks.



Valvoline Super Outboard 4T is a premium multi-grade 
motor oil specially formulated to provide all year-round protec-
tion for all 4-stroke outboard engines. The high quality base 
stocks and additives chosen provide an excellent oil film strength 
providing ultimate protection and lubrication over a wide tem-
perature range. The SAE 10W-40 viscosity grade helps for quick 
and safe cold starting. The product meets the requirements of all 
leading 4-stroke outboard engine manufacturers.
Approval/Performance levels: API SJ

Valvoline EP Outboard Gear Oil is a universal, heavy duty 
gear oil specially formulated for lubrication of heavily stressed 
gears in gearboxes of outboard engines, where an extreme pres-
sure or hypoid lubricant is specified. The product protects gears 
and bearings against rust and corrosion. It is recommended for 
outboards with reverse idling gears. It meets and exceeds the 
requirements of all leading outboard driveline manufacturers 
specifications. 
Approval/Performance levels: API GL-5

Premium Blue 15W-40 is a high performance premium 
heavy duty diesel engine oil designed to meet the latest U.S., 
European and Cummins specifications. It protects against valve 
train wear, high temperature piston deposits and soot related 

filter restriction. Premium Blue E is a Cummins approved 
engine oil and carries the Cummins “C” proudly on its 
packaging. It provides excellent performance in marine 
applications. The advanced product technology offers 

a long-life, balanced formulation which helps maximize 
engine durability.

Approval/Performance levels ACEA E7/E5, API CF-4/CG-4/CH-
4/CI-4,/SL, MB 228.3, Volvo VDS-3, MAN 3275, Cummins CES 
20071/2/6/7/8, Mack EO-M Plus, Global DHD-1, Renault RVI 
RLD/RLD-2

Lubrication

Valvoline SynPower Outboard 2T is a high performance 
fully synthetic ashless technology 2-stroke motor oil for all air 
and water cooled outboard engines. This oil gives excellent lubri-
cation and prevents deposits from forming in the combustion 
chambers. It is pre-diluted for easier mixing and is suitable for 
oil-injection systems. Use the fuel/oil ratios as specified by the 
engine manufacturer up to a maximum of 100:1. The product is 
biodegradable according to ICOMIA 27-97.
Approval/Performance levels: NMMA TC-W3, JASO FB, 
ISO L-EGB

Valvoline Super Outboard 2T is a premium quality ashless 
2-stroke motor oil designed for all air and water cooled outboard 
engines. This oil gives excellent lubrication, prevents deposits 
from forming in the combustion chamber, and combats deposits, 
ring sticking and carbon accumulation. It is pre-diluted for easier 
mixing, and is suitable for use in oil-injection systems. Use the 
fuel/oil ratios as specified by the engine manufacturer up to a 
maximum of 100:1.
Approval/Performance levels: NMMA TC-W3 



For Commercial Vessels For 4-Stroke Petrol and Diesel Pleasure Crafts

VPS HD Engine Flush is designed to help clean and protect 
heavy duty diesel engines. this product contains no harmful sol-
vents and will not damage gaskets or engine seals. By cleaning 
the oil pathways, lubrication of critical components is improved 
and the life of the new oil going into the engine is extended as 
harmful deposits, sludge and contaminants are removed from all 
parts of the engine.

VPS Engine Flush helps to dissolve sludge gently as it is 
mixed with the used motor oil and allowed to clean for five 
minutes in an idling engine, thick deposits may not be totally 
removed. Hard carbon and varnish will not be affected by VPS 
Engine Flush. Since it contains no chlorinated solvents it is safe 
for use. VPS Engine Flush will not harm gaskets or other seals if 
used as directed.

VPS HD Diesel System Complete cleans and restores the 
complete fuel system of the heavy duty diesel engine. The product 
demulsifies the fuel from condensation water and protects against 
rust and corrosion. The implemented flow improver guarantees a 
smooth start at cold temperatures. The chemical composition of 
the product stabilizes the fuel and prevents fuel aging and bacte-
rial infestation. It reduces downtime for maintenance by keeping 
the fuel system clean, reducing wear, and helping the engine to 
run smoother and more efficiently.

VPS SynPower Diesel Fuel System Cleaner cleans and 
restores the complete fuel system of diesel engines and keeps 
injectors clean. It protects against corrosion and prevents gel 
deposits from forming.

VPS SynPower Gasoline Fuel System Cleaner helps 
return the fuel system to its peak performance. The powerful syn-
thetic formulation cleans carburetors, fuel injectors, intake valves, 
intake runners, intake ports, cylinder heads and piston crowns. 

VPS HD Radiator Flush is a powerful combination of sur-
factants, detergents and acid neutralizers that remove loose scale 
and rust deposits and quickly emulsifies oil, scum and sludge, 
flushing it free from the cooling system.

VPS Radiator Flush is a powerful combination of surfactants, 
detergents and acid neutralizers that removes loose scale and 
rust deposits and quickly emulsifies oil, scum and sludge, flushing 
it from the cooling system.

Chemicals



Valvoline Silicone Spray is a light duty lubricant that lubri-
cates, waterproofs and protects, leaving no sticky residue. It is 
perfect for jobs like lubricating door hinges, rubber mountings, 
drawers, windows and sliding doors.

Valvoline Glass Cleaner cleans and brightens all glass 
surfaces. It is formulated to make those hard to clean sub-
stances such as dirt, mud, salt, insects and bird droppings easy 
to remove. 

Valvoline White Grease is ideal for penetrating tiny crevices, 
forming a lubricating grease film that stays exactly where it’s 
sprayed. It is suitable for all metal to metal applications. The for-
mula guarantees non-hardening, non-dripping and no staining. It 
is water and heat resistant and fights rust and corrosion.

Valvoline Stern Tube Grease, a NLGI-3 Lithium soap 
grease specially designed for use in vessels with stern tubes and 
other off-deck machinery. It gives maximum protection against 
both salt and fresh water.

Valvoline Marine Grease, a NLGI-2 Lithium/Calcium soap 
multi-Purpose grease. It has been formulated to cover a wide 
range of marine grease applications. It is suitable for use in 
damp or wet conditions. It is mechanically stable, and has a high 
load carrying capacity.

Valvoline Copper Spray protects seals and threads from the 
damaging effects of moisture.
It also helps to undo nuts and bolts easily. It has a wide tempera-
ture performance range (-30°C to +1200°C).

Valvoline Zinc Spray provides excellent protection for welded 
seams when repairing bodywork. It creates a quick drying, self-
sealing coating. It is an excellent primer for most paint systems 
and it also slows down the corrosion of iron and steel. 

Valvoline Hand Cleaner is a biodegradable premium qual-
ity gel-style hand cleanser with skin soothing components. A 
small amount is all that is needed to clean your hands. It can be 
used with or without water.
Approval/Performance levels: French Government (AFNOR NF 
T 73-102)
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